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the x86 instruction set used in the vast majority of processors, including
the intel, amd, and amd xt families, is a simple, monolithic, reduced

instruction set computer (risc) instruction set architecture. the last 15
years have seen a transformation in the underlying instruction set

architectures of cpus; the performance of processors in the x86 class has
outpaced that of their equivalents in the previous generation.one of the

best ways to learn about all the new features available in the arm chips is
to use a simulator to try them out. not only can you use the simulator to

play with the chip features, you can also get a notion of how the hardware
will fit into a pc. i believe there has been a lot of progress in terms of

adoption of the arm architecture in embedded systems, like wearables
and pcs. but there are also a lot of issues in adoption. the arm

architecture has traditionally been focused on consumers/mobile devices
with the arm processor being the only form of software. this makes the

arm profile very controlled and different from other processor
architectures. i think arm adoption could grow significantly in embedded.
intel is also exploring arm soc for iot, hopefully to use less expensive and
energy-efficient arm cores. so, i'm very interested in all these arm socs

that are popping up in embedded. embedded pc systems have been one
of the most demanding environments, where the openness of x86

computing hasn't been so big a deal. this is becoming less true now as
the embedded world grows, and more powerful embedded pc systems are
becoming available in the form of arm socs. this article will describe how
to build a basic software development kit (sdk) for an arm soc using the

xtensa development toolchain. 5ec8ef588b
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